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Welcome to this rare, south facing, truly spectacular 100’ wide by 157’ deep lot with broad, flat, 

park-like tableland and dramatic ravine backdrop encompassing almost half an acre in the heart 

of midtown Toronto. Handsomely landscaped, this stately and inviting Turn of the Century 

Period home is situated mostly on the westerly portion of this quiet, gated property leaving an 

easterly section, which may have great potential for severance, if desired. This fabulous, unique 

lot and distinctive 5+ Bedroom residence with magnificent vistas of either the large, open and 

well screened side (easterly) Garden or the delightfully concealed (southerly) Garden, which is 

191’ wide, are beautifully nestled behind the privacy enhancing iron fence and gate. This 

incredible offering on a virtually private road of just six similar, Estate-like multi-million dollar 

residences represents an ideal opportunity for one to create a remarkable, personalized home in 

one of midtown’s most sought after neighborhoods known as South Hill. As is, this striking, 

warm and much loved executive family home encompasses over 6470’ on three floors, plus the 

lower level with approximately 5062’ allocated to the principal rooms and bedroom floors.  

 

Used as one lot, there is complete privacy due to the lush landscaping and tall plantings framing 

the sunny side Garden and the equally private, deep, south Garden creating an overall width of 

191’ across the back. The imposing façade, large footprint and expansive, open gardens, with 

huge tableland, allow one the option to enjoy the house as is, renovate or begin anew, as either 

one residence or potentially two, on this terrific wide lot. In fact, the owners have extensive plans 

to renovate the existing home with detailed and approved drawings by the noted architect Dee 

Dee Hannah Taylor, which are available for a buyer’s review. The exceptional value of a lot this 

size, in this location, is enhanced by the views one has of the picturesque and ever changing 

seasonal views from winter, with its drama of the City Skyline, through the oasis like foliage of 

summer, where the scenic, peaceful gardens are so extraordinary and utterly private. The nearby 

walking and hiking trails provide serene, year round, country experiences on demand and are a 

real plus. Plenty of space to enjoy a variety of athletic pursuits is also available in the Churchill 

Park playing fields just blocks away and the “private” road in front is also ideal for suitable 

localized sports. 

 

Inside, this charming and original English style manor home is a joy for modern family living 

with its enchanting character, delightful flow, flexible design, oversize principal rooms and very 

generously proportioned bedrooms. The spacious main floor with its tall ceilings, lofty open 

rooms, new (2 years old) windows, hardwood floors and “Olde Worlde” glamour have been 

much appreciated by its present owners who have lived here and enjoyed its tranquility and 

privacy and only wanted to add to its value over time, as mentioned above. The amazing light 
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and the magical experience of this idyllic site make this a truly one of a kind opportunity in a 

choice midtown area.  

 

The superb Main Floor features a graciously appointed Living Room with a Fireplace framed 

by a pretty classical mantel and windows overlooking the sweeping Gardens . The flexible 

plan allows for a portion of this space to also function as a Family Room. Both areas lead to 

the sun-filled adjoining Den/Sitting Room or Home Office with its direct access to the 

Garden. The formal Dining Room (easily seating 16) is a jewel with its lofty proportions, 

panelled wainscoting and pleasing view. The alternate or second Family Room/Breakfast 

area is almost 2 storeys tall with superb wrap-around views and walk-outs to the stone 

terrace. The Kitchen overlooks the Family area with the same breathtaking views and is well-

laid out with built-in quality appliances, a centre island/Breakfast Bar and granite 

countertops and has a superb Pantry/Servery connecting to the Dining Room.  

 

A graceful staircase leads to the Second Floor, which conveniently includes, a 3 room Master 

Suite comprised of a king-size Master Bedroom with bay window, an adjoining 

Sitting/Dressing Room with panoramic Garden views and a double vanity 5-Piece Ensuite 

with oval tub. Two more spacious twin size Bedrooms and a Fourth Bedroom or  

Study, a 4-Piece hall bath with separate water closet and linen storage complete this floor. 

 

The Third Level is spectacular with a huge 25’ x 22’ Family/Play or Media Room and well lit 

by a skylight and French Doors and Windows and leads to the 25’ Sun/Sky Deck. There is 

also a fifth Bedroom with skylight here, as well as a new 3-Piece bath, an excellent walk-in 

Linen/Storage/Cedar paneled closet. 

 

The Lower Level includes extensive Storage, Laundry and Utility Rooms and a 2-Piece bath. 

In addition there is a separate Playhouse or Storage Shed outside near the double garage. 

 
Clarendon Crescent is one of the most desirable locations in Central Toronto. With its 

glorious setting, charm filled interiors, discreet address, important surrounding estates and 

historic grounds, this landmark residence offers all the privacy and comfort one could 

require. Magnificently located in the choice South Hill area, it is in close proximity to the 

gourmet restaurants and chic shops of Rosedale, Forest Hill and “AV and DAV”. Renowned 

private and public schools, desirable parks and coveted private clubs are within blocks. Eight 

to fifteen minutes from the city’s financial centre and twenty-five minutes to the Pearson 

International or The Island airports, this executive home is full of sun, space and character 

and would suit the most discerning buyers. 


